
MANUEL
CEREZO

EXPERIENCE

Frontend developer - Tech

I've been working as a frontend developer for the last 4 years in different sectors, from e-

commerce to Air Cargo going through security or even Real Estate projects.

Most of these changes are due to my ambition to find something challenging and keep

learning and improving my skills. Also, my passion for discovering new places lead me to move

to various cities around Spain, and now I'm looking to move abroad for enhance my English.

ABOUT
ME

May 2021 - March 2023

FRONTEND REACT DEVELOPER
WEBCARGO BY FREIGHTOS - REMOTE/BARCELONA

Implement new features

Fixing and prioritizing different bugs in our real

environment

Work closely with QA team

Analysis and study of client behaviors through

Segment platform helping Product and

Marketing departments

Leading team meetings related with Agile

ceremonies such as sprint retrospective

+34 617 57 59 70

manueldevjour@gmail.com

Barcelona, Spain

CONTACT

October 2020 - May 2021

Working on new components for our product

Layout working with styled-components

Testing with React Testing Library

FRONTEND REACT DEVELOPER
RINGO TECHNOLOGIES - REMOTE/MADRID

September 2019 - October 2020

Developing new features for our projects in

thingsboard (open-source IoT platform)

Working on MVPs (React and .NET) for project

proposals to our different clients

FUTURE CONNECTIONS - SEVILLE

July 2018 - September 2019

Analysis and resolution of incidents with Alcampo,

supermarket chain

Main frontend developer working on design and

development of sign up/log in

Full website redesign

Working hand in hand with the UX and product

departments.

Deploying new features in our dev environments

for testing.

VIEWNEXT - MALAGA

/in/manuel-cerezo

React, Typescript, Redux, Hooks, JavaScript, SCSS,
Cypress, PHP, Segment, JIRA, Confluence, Notion

React, Typescript, react-query, Hooks, styled-
components, React Testing Library

HTML, CSS, JavaScript, React (with class components)

HTML, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery, Hybris, Liferay

April 2023 - Present

PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
CAREER BREAK - SWEDEN

Intentionally relocated to Sweden to improve my

English level

Explore new technologies like Astro and Next.js

while staying updated with the latest trends in

the ever-evolving tech landscape

Learn about documentation, how to make things

easier for a team and enjoy creating in Notion

mailto:manueldevjour@gmail.com
https://linkedin.com/in/manuel-cerezo

